Dispersion analysis of Rayleigh waves is performed to assess the velocity of complex structures such as sedimentary basins. At short periods several modes of the Rayleigh waves are often exited. To perform a reliable inversion of the velocity structure an identification of these modes is thus required. We propose a novel method to identify the modes of surface waves. We use the spectral ratio of the ground velocity for the horizontal components over the vertical component (H/V) measured on seismic coda. We then compare the observed values with the theoretical H/V ratio for velocity models deduced from surface wave dispersion when assuming a particular mode. We first invert the Rayleigh wave measurements retrieved from ambient noise cross-correlation with the assumptions that (1) the fundamental mode and (2) the first overtone are excited. Then we use these different velocity models to predict theoretical spectral ratios of the ground velocity for the horizontal components over the vertical component (H/V). These H/V ratios are computed under the hypothesis of equipartition of a diffuse field in a layered medium. Finally we discriminate between fundamental and higher modes by comparing the theoretical H/V ratio with the H/V ratio measured on seismic coda. In an application, we reconstruct Rayleigh waves from cross-correlations of ambient seismic noise recorded at seven broad-band stations in the Valley of Mexico. For paths within the soft quaternary sediments basin, the maximum energy is observed at velocities higher than expected for the fundamental mode. We identify that the dominant mode is the first higher mode, which suggests the importance of higher modes as the main vectors of energy in such complex structures.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Surface wave tomography is widely used to image the structure of the Earth's superficial layers. Dispersion analysis of the surface waves provides information of the shear waves velocity in the uppermost layers. This method takes advantage of the frequencydependent characteristic of the surface wave excitation at depth. Over the past few years ambient noise cross-correlations has been used to reconstruct Green's functions between pairs of stations and to image structures from regional to continental scales using noise in the microseismic band (Shapiro & Campillo 2004; Shapiro et al. 2005; Bakulin & Calvert 2006; Yang et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2008; Stehly et al. 2009; Yao et al. 2011) . Surface waves are easily retrieved by ambient noise cross-correlations for two reasons, first the Green's function between two stations at the Earth's surface is dominated by surface waves, and second, ambient noise sources are generated mainly by oceanic and atmospheric interactions with the Earth's surface (Stehly et al. 2006; Tanimoto et al. 2006; Koper et al. 2009; Stutzmann et al. 2009; Landès et al. 2010; Hillers et al. 2012) . Noise in the microseismic band, generated at the seafloor, mainly consists of fundamental mode surface wave energy (Bonnefoy-Claudet et al. 2006) . Therefore, the fundamental mode is most easily recovered in noise cross-correlations between two stations.
However, recently several studies reveal the presence of higher mode surface waves in the cross-correlation (Harmon et al. 2007 ; (Table 1 ) and computed at 1 s periods. Nishida et al. 2008; Brooks et al. 2009; Yao et al. 2011) . Large velocity contrasts in the structure may induce that, one or several higher modes propagate, with more energy than the fundamental mode (e.g. Tokimatsu et al. 1992; Foti 2000; Zhang & Chan 2003; Liu & Fan 2012) . Sedimentary basins like the Valley of Mexico or in the Canterbury Basin (Savage et al. 2013) , are sites where this phenomenon can be observed. In surface waves imaging, the Rayleigh wave dispersion curve is identified and then inverted to a 1-D velocity profile assuming laterally homogeneous medium. When dealing with ambient noise cross-correlations, it is common that the inversion of the dispersion properties is carried out assuming the dispersion curve corresponds to the fundamental mode. If this assumption of the mode is false, an erroneous identification of modes can produce serious errors in the inversion results as demonstrated by Zhang & Chan (2003) , O'Neill & Matsuoka (2005) . In fact, the sensitivity at depth of surface waves depends on the mode. Fig. 1 gives an example of depth sensitivity of Rayleigh waves to shear wave velocity in a velocity model below the valley of Mexico basin (Table 1) , and we can see that the fundamental mode has a different sensitivity that the first overtone. Therefore, to perform reliable inversion of the velocity structure, we need to identify the dominant mode of propagation. In active experiments, dense seismic arrays are available to measure the velocity of shallow surface and with f-k analysis it is possible to separate modes (e.g. Nolet & Panza 1976; Horike 1985; Gabriels et al. 1987 and Socco & Strobbia 2004) . However, the identification of the modes and the final model should be tested in a multimodal fullwavefield forward modelling (Xia et al. 2003; Socco & Strobbia 2004; O'Neill & Matsuoka 2005) . Duputel et al. (2010) suggested using group-delay time information to improve higher mode detection on arrays of high-frequency sensors. More recently Poggi & Fäh (2010) and later Boaga et al. (2013) stressed the importance of measuring radial component in linear seismic array to distinguish first-order and higher modes in the f-k analysis. In addition, the authors addressed in particular the issue of misidentification due to the osculation phenomenon (Zhang & Chan 2003; Malischewsky et al. 2008; Tuan et al. 2011) and used ellipticity analysis to detect the shift of energy between fundamental and first higher mode. At lower frequency, when using seismological network, we rarely benefit from dense spatial sampling of the wavefield to consider the f-k approach. Wathelet (2005) proposed to test different modes of Rayleigh waves in the inversion procedure of a single dispersion curve. For a robust identification of the modes these strategies require intensive computing and a precise prior knowledge of the velocity model. The method we propose identifies the modes based on an independent seismic observation: the spectral ratio of the horizontal components over the vertical component (H/V) of the ground motion measured on seismic coda. Although microtremors (ambient noise) records are generally used to measure H/V, in this exercise we prefer to use seismic coda because the equipartition is reached while for microtremors in many instances, the apparent lack of isotropy has raised as a proof of its non-diffusive character (Mulargia 2012) . The method presented in details in this paper is summarized by the following steps: (1) measuring a dispersion curve for a given pair of stations; (2) inverting the measured dispersion curve with assuming different modes (e.g. fundamental mode, first overtone, second overtone, etc.) to obtain different families of velocity models for each hypothesis; (3) computing synthetic H/V ratios following the approach of Sánchez-Sesma et al. (2010) and Sánchez-Sesma et al. (2011b) for the different velocity models; (4) estimating the H/V on the coda of several earthquakes recorded by the seismic stations and (5) comparing the synthetic and the observed H/V for the two stations that were used in the correlation. A good match between the observed H/V and a given synthetic H/V assuming a given dominant mode indicates which mode carries the energy and consequently which velocity model is correct. We applied this method to identify the Rayleigh wave modes in the sedimentary basin of the Valley of Mexico. The Valley of Mexico was formed in an extensive deformation of the trans-Mexican volcanic belt since late Miocene. A recent soft lake sediments deposit recovers the basin with a thin clay layer and plays a role in the amplification of the seismic signals (see Singh et al. 1995 for a review). The iso-contours of the depth of the lakebed (Avilés & Pérez-Rocha 2010) are indicated in Fig. 2 .
Despite the development of numerical modelling (Singh et al. 1995; Shapiro et al. 2002) , the duration and characteristics of the observed ground motions in the Valley of Mexico are difficult to model reliably because the deep structure of the basin (up to several kilometres) is poorly constrained, in particular the shear wave velocity. Crustal models obtained by inversion of the dispersion curves of surface waves in central Mexico (Gomberg & Masters 1988; Campillo et al. 1996; Shapiro et al. 1997; Iglesias et al. 2010) et al. 2010). However, these models correspond essentially to the one-dimensional character of the structure. The organization of the superficial structures is therefore poorly understood. In this context, we seek to better characterize the surface waves propagation within the Valley of Mexico. We compute ambient seismic noise cross-correlations between seven broad-band stations. We then measure the group velocities of the reconstructed Rayleigh waves and invert them for the velocity models. Then, we use the method briefly described above to identify the dominant mode of propagation and perform reliable inversion of the velocity structure.
Data processing and noise cross-correlations
We reconstruct Rayleigh waves from cross-correlations of ambient seismic noise recorded at seven broad-band stations of the MesoAmerica Seismic Experiment (MASE) and Valley of Mexico Experiment (VMEX). The seismic sensors are of two types: Guralp CMG40 and CMG-6TD, both have a flat spectral response up to 30 s period. Daily cross-correlations are computed in the frequency domain and then stacked over 2 yr for the MASE stations and over 1 yr for the VMEX stations. Before being correlated, the recorded seismic noise is first whitened in the frequency domain, and we then apply a 1-bit normalization in the time domain, which is to keep only the sign of the signal. For each pair of stations, because of the lower quality of the transverse components, only ZZ crosscorrelations from vertical components were calculated resulting in the recovery of the Rayleigh waves.
For the SZVM and VTVM inter-stations path of ∼80 km and for the MIXC-ESTA path of ∼7 km (Fig. 2) , the cross-correlation functions were filtered in different period bands: 2-5, 5-10 and 10-20 s for SZVM-VTVM and 0.5-1, 1-2, 2-3 and 3-5 s for MIXC-ESTA (Fig. 3) . We observe the dispersive character of the reconstructed Rayleigh waves, with the longer period waves preceding the short period waves, for both long and short interstation distances. The Rayleigh wave dispersion presented in Fig. 3 suggests that we can use the cross-correlation functions to image the velocity structure of the valley of Mexico based on the analysis of the dispersion characteristics.
In the following, we consider Rayleigh waves computed between two stations with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR > 8) to measure group velocity dispersion curves. The amplitude of the signal is measured at the time of the maximum of the envelope signal of the correlation, which gives us a good approximation of the arrival time of the Rayleigh wave, while the amplitude of the noise is measured on a window of 40 s long, between 80 and 120 s of the correlation signal.
Dispersion of Rayleigh waves from noise cross-correlations
We use the frequency-time analysis (Levshin et al. 1989) to measure group velocities of surface waves on noise cross-correlations. First to extract group velocity measurements, we narrow band-pass filter the cross-correlation and then calculate the envelope of the signals and measure the time at its peak amplitude. representation, the position of the maximum amplitude of the envelope of the Rayleigh wave at each frequency defines the dispersion curve of the group velocity. First, we are interested in identifying the differences between surface wave propagation outside and inside the quaternary sedimentary basin. We will focus specifically on the 0.5-3 s period band for which the surface waves are sensitive to the structure of the sedimentary basin. We compute cross-correlations between four MASE broad-band sensors. Among them COAC station is located outside of the sedimentary basin (∼15 km north of the basin), ESTA station is located at the northern border of the basin and MULU, CIRE and MIXC stations are located inside the basin.
For paths outside the Valley of Mexico, like the ESTA-COAC stations path (Fig. 4) , the dominant mode of Rayleigh waves travels at 1.5 km s −1 at period T = 1 s, and at 2 km s −1 at period T = 2 s. This mode corresponds to the velocity expected for the fundamental mode of Rayleigh waves outside the sedimentary basin. For paths within the soft quaternary basin, the group velocity analysis shows different features. The dispersion of the group velocity of the crosscorrelation functions was measured for four stations paths MIXC-ESTA, MIXC-MULU, CIRE-MULU and CIRE-ESTA, all located within the lake-bed zone (Fig. 5) . From the period-group velocity diagrams, we observe that the dominant energy for T > 2 s travels at about 0.9 km s −1 in the basin, against 2 km s −1 outside the basin. Moreover, for all four paths, we observe another maximum with velocities about 0.3 km s −1 at periods between 1.5 and 3 s. Finally, for the MIXC-MULU and CIRE-ESTA paths only the faster maximum can be identified with a group velocity of the order of 1.8 km s −1 for periods between 1.5 and 2 s. Paths between stations considered here cross different parts of the sedimentary basin, which explains the observed variability of the energy levels. By comparing Figs 4 and 5, we note that, as expected, all the dominant dispersion curves within the basin are much slower than the one observed outside the basin. The sedimentary basin plays a decisive role in the propagation of Rayleigh waves in the period band considered in this study. Besides, for all inter-stations paths, the maximum energy is observed at velocities (0.9 km s −1 for T = 2 s) higher than expected for the fundamental mode from in situ measurements (e.g. Chávez-García & Bard 1994) . This observation suggests the importance of higher modes as the main vectors of energy in the basin of the Valley of Mexico. At period considered here, the sensitivity of the fundamental mode to the S-wave velocity is maximal at the free surface, where the speed is the slowest (0.2 km s −1 ) and the attenuation the highest. For the fundamental mode the displacement at depth decreases more rapidly for than for the higher modes. In these conditions, it seems that the energy transport through the Rayleigh wave fundamental mode is ineffective.
These results are consistent with previous studies (e.g. Shapiro et al. 2001) and highlight the importance of the deep structure of the basin that controls the dispersion of the higher modes surface waves. The use of ambient seismic noise to recover shallow crustal structures in the Valley of Mexico seems feasible. However, before we can determine the velocity structure beneath the basin, it is necessary to identify the dominant modes of propagation of surface waves.
Inversions of the dispersion curves assuming a given mode
Velocity models were estimated using a neighbourhood algorithm developed by Wathelet (2008) software. Because the dominant mode observed in the dispersion diagrams is not yet identified, we invert the highest energy dispersion curves measured from the cross-correlations assuming that they correspond either to the fundamental mode or to the first higher mode. For each pair of stations we will thus obtain two families of velocity models, each family corresponding to the hypothesis of the dominant mode assumed. We use a 1-D velocity model as a priori information to constrain the structure below the valley (Table 1 ). This velocity model was modified from the model used by Shapiro et al. (2001) in order to better fit the dispersion curves computed for the path outside the lake-bed zone, for short period (0.5-3 s) and longer period (3-10 s) for the SZVM-VTVM dispersion curves. The model takes into account for the deeper portion, the regional structure determined by Campillo et al. (1996) . The shallower structure is made of two layers of 2 km thickness each with lower velocity characteristic of volcanic rocks of the Miocene (Havskov & Singh 1977) . Above, the quaternary sedimentary basin has a thickness of 500 m (Suarez et al. 1987 ) and on top of it is the lake sediments with a maximum thickness of ∼60 m.
We invert the dispersion curve of the reconstructed Rayleigh wave for the MIXC-ESTA and CIRE-MULU stations paths. For these paths we can clearly identify the dispersion of the dominant mode. MIXC, CIRE and ESTA stations are located close to the edge of the basin while MULU is located on the deeper part of the basin. Because the sensitivity of Rayleigh waves at period considered in this study is limited to the top 2 or 3 km of the crust, for depth greater than 3 km below we fix the velocity at 2.8 km s −1 in a half-space. Furthermore, we invert only for the S-wave velocity, the P-wave velocity and the density are kept constant. Assuming that P-wave velocity and density are constant can be considered as a first order approximation. Lontsi et al. (2015) have found some sensitivity of H/V to P-wave velocity but to a lesser extent than for S wave.
For a given station pair, we first invert the selected dispersion curve assuming that it corresponds to the fundamental mode and we then repeat the inversion, assuming that the dominant mode observed in dispersion curve is the first overtone. Fig. 6 shows the eigenfunctions calculated for the fundamental and the first higher modes of Rayleigh waves at 2 s period. These eigenfunctions give theoretical distributions of displacement with depth for each mode. It can be seen that the displacement decreases more rapidly for the fundamental modes than for the first higher mode. Therefore inverting either for the fundamental mode or for a higher mode changes the sensitivity at depth and where the S-velocity will be best constrained. Table 1 . Fig. 7 presents the observed and modelled MIXC-ESTA dispersion curves (Fig. 7a ) and the generated S-wave velocity profiles (Fig. 7b) . We then repeat the inversion, assuming that the dominant mode observed in the MIXC-ESTA dispersion curve is the first overtone. Figs 8(a) and (b) show the modelled dispersion curves for the fundamental mode and the first higher mode, respectively. Fig. 8(c) presents the generated velocity models from which the synthetic dispersion curves were computed. We repeat the same steps for CIRE-MULU dispersion curve. Fig. 9 presents the observed and modelled CIRE-MULU dispersion curves and the generated S-wave velocity profiles assuming the dispersion curves is the fundamental mode, while Fig. 10 shows modelled and observed dispersion curves and velocity models assuming the dispersion curves is the first higher mode.
We observed that both inversions succeed in fitting the observed dispersion curves equally well. The two best velocity models assuming different modes for the MIXC-ESTA and CIRE-MULU cross-correlations, are however quite different: for MIXC-ESTA the S-velocity profile, under the first mode assumption, is slower on average than the one obtained under the fundamental mode assumption, for CIRE-MULU, under the first mode assumption, the shallowest layer between 0 and 300 m is slower while at depth the velocity is larger than the velocity profile obtained under the fundamental mode assumption. Those non-negligible differences in the velocity profiles depending on which modes we consider, highlight that it is crucial to identify correctly the dominant mode to resolve properly the crustal structure.
Identifying the dominant mode of surface waves using H/V spectral ratios
To identify the modes of the surface waves and to test the validity of the velocity models, we use H/V spectral ratios. The H/V measurements are generally obtained by the ratio of the Fourier amplitude spectra of the horizontal component (H) and the vertical component (V) (eq. 1) of the ambient noise recorded at a single station Nakamura (1989) .
with N the north-south, E the east-west and V the vertical components of the ground motion. This ratio depends on the resonance frequency of the medium (Fäh et al. 2001; Malischewsky & Scherbaum 2004) , but is sometimes interpreted as related to the ellipticity of surface waves (Fäh et al. 2003) . It is frequent to compute H/V as the average of ratios of spectral amplitude for a set of selected windows. However, for theoretical reasons we favour to compute H/V as the ratio of spectral amplitude averages as proposed by Arai & Tokimatsu (2004) averages of ratio of spectral amplitude In this study, the spectral ratio H/V is calculated from the coda waves of earthquakes. In the theory developed by Margerin et al. (2001 Margerin et al. ( , 2009 and Sánchez-Sesma et al. (2011b) , it is possible to identify the H/V spectral ratio from a diffuse and equipartitioned wave field such as the coda of earthquakes produced by the multiple scattering of seismic waves. In this case H/V is a characteristic of the elastic properties of the medium. Apart from early arrivals, the energy decay of the coda can be approximated by a diffusive equation and is characterized by the stabilization of the shear (W s ) to compressional (W P ) energy ratio (W s /W P ) resulting from equipartition of the phase space (Weaver 1982; Weaver 1990; Ryzhik et al. 1996; Hennino et al. 2001) . This equipartition implies that in a diffusive regime while the energies of the shear and compressional waves decrease with time, their ratio (W s /W P ) tends to stabilize to a constant. Equipartition has been observed numerically by Margerin et al. (2000) and latter in seismic data by Shapiro et al. (2000) . In Mexico, the stabilized energy ratio (W s /W P ) happened to be in very good agreement with the theoretical estimations for surface and body waves (Hennino et al. 2001) . Furthermore, the equipartition of the coda above 1 Hz is reached very quickly which indicates the dominance of the multiple scattering regime in the crust (Hennino et al. 2001) .
The condition of equipartition allows for two uses of diffuse fields. First, in the case of a diffuse field such as the seismic coda, it is possible to retrieve the imaginary part of the Green's function from the cross-correlation of the coda recorded at two stations (Campillo & Paul 2003; Sánchez-Sesma et al. 2008) . The general expression of the average cross-correlations of motions at point X A and X B for a 3-D diffuse, equipartitioned, harmonic displacement vector field u i (x, ω) , within an elastic medium can be written as (e.g. Sánchez-Sesma & Campillo 2006):
with G i j (X A , X B , ω) = Green's function = displacement at X A in the direction i produced by an unit harmonic load at X B in the direction j = δ i j δ (X, X B ) e −iωt , i = imaginary unit, ω = circular frequency, k = ω/β = wave number, with β = shear wave velocity, E s = ρω 2 S 2 = average energy density of shear waves with ρ = mass density and S 2 = average spectral density of shear waves. The asterisk * indicates the complex conjugate and the bracket the azimuthal average.
Second, the average autocorrelation of motion for a given direction mat a given point is proportional to the directional energy density (DED; Sánchez-Sesma et al. 2008; Perton et al. 2009 ). If we assume X B = X A in eq. (2), we have the energy density at point X A :
We thus retrieve from the directional energy density at a given direction m, the imaginary part of the Green's function at the position X A (Margerin 2008; Perton et al. 2009; Sánchez-Sesma et al. 2011a) , linking the averaged energy spectral ratio of a diffuse wave field to the intrinsic property of the medium expressed through the Green's function. Assuming a diffuse field, we can write the stabilized spectral densities as a function of the directional energy densities. The H/V ratio results:
where E 1 , E 2 and E 3 are the DEDs and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to horizontal and 3 to vertical components. The H/V spectral ratio eq. (4), using eq. (3), is written by means of:
The H/V spectral ratio thus depends on the contribution of all waves existing in the Green's function: Rayleigh, Love and body waves. By estimating the H/V ratio on the coda of earthquakes, we thus expect to retrieve information about the structure beneath the station. We compute the H/V spectral ratios from the coda of several earthquakes with sufficient signal to noise ratio and which characteristics are listed Table 2 . We processed several recordings of events including large and distant earthquakes as well as regional events to ensure that the observed H/V is stable. The frequency content of codas for teleseimic and regional events are different, however at a given frequency the H/V ratio is similar for both type of events. Because the duration of the coda varies as a function of the period, that is coda at long period lasts longer than the coda at short period, we measured the spectral amplitude on time windows whose duration was defined for each period band. At a given period band the coda time window initiates for an amplitude of coda lower than eight times the maximum amplitude of the earthquake signals and ends when the coda amplitude reaches two times the average noise level measured on 4 hr window preceding the earthquake. This insures that the spectral amplitude at a given period is estimated on the coda and not on the noise. Fig. 11 shows an example of a coda time window selection depending on the period band. In the following we considered H/V ratio measured for frequency between 0.1 and 0.5 Hz. At frequency smaller than 0.1 reliable H/V ratios can hardly be measured (Strollo et al. 2008; García-Jerez et al. 2013) because different phenomena such as the ground tilting of the station due to near load effect (Wielandt & Forbriger 1999; Forbriger 2006) or atmospheric pressure variations and wind (De Angelis & Bodin 2012) dominate the measure of H/V ratio. We also estimate H/V ratio on microtremors measured on a 1 hr moving window from midnight to 6 a.m. for 10 d, and compare with H/V ratios measured on seismic codas. Because H/V is more commonly estimated on noise than on seismic coda, we test is it would be possible to replace for the mode identification the H/V ratio measured on coda by the one measured on noise. Even if equipartition cannot be proved, recent work on the statistical properties of seismic noise shows that, under a wide variety of circumstances, the emergency of Green's function is effective after an adequate averaging process is performed (Pilz & Parolai 2014) .
From eq. (5), theoretical H/V spectral ratios are computed provided a 1-D velocity model. We compare the observed values of H/V spectral ratio on both coda an microtremors with the theoretical H/V estimated from the velocity models previously deduced from the surface wave dispersion curves when assuming a particular mode. Fig. 12 presents for the MIXC-ESTA and CIRE-MULU paths (1) the theoretical H/V ratios computed for the two velocity models assuming, respectively that the dominant mode is the fundamental mode and the first higher mode of the Rayleigh wave and (2), the averaged H/V ratios measured from the seismic codas and microtremors. For MIXC station (Fig. 12a) , we observe a good match between the observed H/V ratio and the computed ratio under the first higher mode assumption. This strongly suggests that the dominant mode of the Rayleigh wave is the first higher mode. For ESTA station (Fig. 12b) , the observed H/V ratio differs from the two computed ratios. However both the observed H/V ratio and the ratio obtained for the first higher mode assumption presents amplification at 0.2 Hz. For MULU station located atop the deeper part of the basin (Fig. 12c) , we observe a strong amplification at 0.4 Hz for both the observed H/V ratio and the computed ratio under the first higher mode assumption although the amplitude of the synthetic H/V is not recovered. The amplitude discrepancy may be due to the top most superficial low-velocity layer that amplifies the seismic waves and that is not taken into account in our H/V modelling. This observation is in agreement with results of Shapiro et al. (2001) at station ROMA located 2 km west of MULU and for which they observed amplification at 0.4 Hz corresponding to the first higher mode of Rayleigh waves. Finally for CIRE station (Fig. 12d) , we observe a small amplification at 0.15 Hz on H/V estimated on earthquake coda, which corresponds quite well with the amplification observed for the fundamental mode. However in this later case the H/V estimated on microtremors has different features with a small amplification as 0.2 Hz and a larger one for a frequency larger to 0.5 Hz. The differences between the observed and computed H/V we observed at ESTA and CIRE stations, arise from the fact that the observed H/V is a local measurement at each station while the computed H/V is obtained from the average velocity model between the two stations. Nonetheless the comparison between modelled and measured H/V ratios help us to identify the modes unambiguously and, consequently, to recover the velocity model of the structure. In addition we verified that H/V ratios measured on earthquakes coda and on microtremors are in good agreement. However when amplification is low, differences between equipartitioned coda and noise are visible. Besides urban area such as Mexico City with relatively low quality data with strong day-night amplitude variations, spikes, electrical glitches, the selection of the time window of microtremors is crucial to measure a reliable H/V ratio.
D I S C U S S I O N S A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
Sedimentary basins control the ground motion by trapping and amplifying seismic waves. Understanding and characterizing wave propagation within sedimentary basin is fundamental to (1) imaging a detailed crustal structure and (2) for accurate strong ground motion prediction.
To characterize the velocity structure, it is crucial to identify properly surface wave mode. Surface waves, depending on their mode, will not travel the same way across the basin. In fact, the difference between fundamental and higher modes is that the energy of the fundamental mode is concentrated in the superficial layers, while the higher modes propagate deeper and are therefore less affected by the clay sediment and low Q.
Using H/V spectral ratios observed on seismic codas compared with ratios calculated from different structural models we identify the dominant mode. Application of this approach allowed us to conclude that the dominant mode of propagation of short-period Rayleigh waves within the Valley of Mexico is the first overtone, which confirms the results of Shapiro et al. (2001) . Higher modes surface wave also dominate in Canterbury region of New Zealand (Savage et al. 2013) . For Kanto the fundamental mode dominates (Denolle et al. 2014) . However in this latter case, the analysis was only performed with ZZ components and that Savage et al. (2013) show that the first overtone could be stronger on the RR components, such that the Kanto basin may see higher mode if horizontal components are analysed. The geological conditions that make that, in one case the fundamental mode dominates and on another case the higher mode dominates, need to be determined.
Because the fundamental mode tend to be trapped in the shallower sediment layers, when the fundamental mode is dominant, a fine description of the edge geometry of the basin and thickness of the top layer of sediments are required to predict accurately the ground motion. On the other hand, when higher modes are dominant, the deeper layers need to be accurately constrained. In the latter case the role of the superficial low-velocity layer is to amplify the seismic waves at the fundamental period of the site .
Surface wave mode identification is also important for practical aspects for engineering purpose in designing of pipelines and tunnels (see e.g. Bodin et al. 1997; Singh et al. 1997) because the amplitude of the strain and its distribution for the higher mode differs from those of the fundamental mode.
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